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Abstract: Soil moisture mapping at a high spatial resolution is very important for several 

applications in hydrology, agriculture and risk assessment. With the arrival of the free Sentinel 

data at high spatial and temporal resolutions, the development of soil moisture products that can 

better meet the needs of users is now possible. In this context, the main objective of the present 

paper is to develop an operational approach for soil moisture mapping in agricultural areas at a 

high spatial resolution over bare soils, as well as soils with vegetation cover. The developed 

approach is based on the synergic use of radar and optical data. A neural network technique was 

used to develop an operational method for soil moisture estimates. Three inversion SAR (Synthetic 

Aperture Radar) configurations were tested: (1) VV polarization; (2) VH polarization; and (3) both 

VV and VH polarization, all in addition to the NDVI information extracted from optical images. 

Neural networks were developed and validated using synthetic and real databases. The results 

showed that the use of a priori information on the soil moisture condition increases the precision of 

the soil moisture estimates. The results showed that VV alone provides better accuracy on the soil 

moisture estimates than VH alone. In addition, the use of both VV and VH provides similar results, 

compared to VV alone. In conclusion, the soil moisture could be estimated in agricultural areas 

with an accuracy of approximately 5 vol % (volumetric unit expressed in percent). Better results 

were obtained for soil with a moderate surface roughness (for root mean surface height between 1 

and 3 cm). The developed approach could be applied for agricultural plots with an NDVI lower 

than 0.75. 

Keywords: neural networks; soil moisture mapping; Sentinel 1&2; SAR; the C-band; NDVI; 

agricultural areas 

 

1. Introduction 

Changes in the water cycle may result in natural disasters such as flood, landslides and severe 

drought, thereby increasing the risk to human lives. Soil moisture is a key parameter regulating the 

earth water cycle since it is a function of the rates of soil evaporation and precipitation. The 

prediction of water cycle behaviors requires the frequent and spatially distributed estimation of soil 

moisture; this is provided at low resolution by several sensors including SMOS (resolution of ~30 km 

× 30 km), SMAP (resolution ~36 km × 36 km), and ASCAT (resolution ~25 km × 25 km). However, 

this low spatial resolution may not be adequate for water cycle monitoring [1]. To overcome the 

spatial resolution limitation of the current soil moisture product, spatial disaggregation of the low 

resolution soil moisture product (SMOS, SMAP, and ASCAT) was performed [2–5]. The new 
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Sentinel-1A and -1B SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) sensors operating in the C-band will allow soil 

moisture mapping at high spatial resolution (up to the plot scale). 

SAR data in the C- and X-bands were widely and primarily used to estimate soil moisture (mv). 

Over bare soils (or soils with sparse vegetation cover), the estimation of soil moisture was realized 

by inverting the SAR signal using either physical [6,7] or statistical models [8–10]. Unlike statistical 

models, physical models for soil moisture estimates do not require site-specific calibration and could 

always be used to simulate the backscattering coefficients from the radar configuration (frequency, 

polarization, and incidence angle) and soil parameters. The Integral Equation Model (IEM) [7] is the 

most commonly used physical model to invert the radar signal and estimate the soil moisture and/or 

soil roughness. The IEM developed by Fung [7] shows a large difference between simulated and 

observed SAR data [11–14] which leads to inaccurate soil moisture estimates. Baghdadi et al. [15–18] 

attributed this difference mainly to the correlation length input parameter, which is difficult to 

measure with good accuracy. To improve the accuracy of simulated backscattering values from IEM, 

Baghdadi et al. [15–18] proposed a semi-empirical calibration of the IEM. This semi-empirical 

calibration consists of replacing the in situ measured correlation length by a fitting parameter, called 

Lopt (depends on surface roughness and SAR parameters). The semi-empirical calibration has been 

performed and evaluated by using a large dataset at the X-band [16], C-band [15,17] and L-band [18]. 

The accuracy of the soil moisture estimates for bare soils was approximately 3 vol % (volumetric unit 

expressed in percent) with SAR data in the X-band and approximately 6 vol % in the C-band 

[12,19–24]. 

For soils covered with vegetation, the Water Cloud Model (WCM) developed by Attema and 

Ulaby [25] was used mainly to invert the radar signal to estimate the soil moisture. In the WCM, the 

total backscattered coefficient is modeled as the sum of direct vegetation contribution and soil 

contribution multiplied by the attenuation factor. The direct vegetation contribution and the 

attenuation are computed using one or more vegetation descriptors. Several studies showed that the 

use of the NDVI (Normalized Differential Vegetation Index) as the only vegetation descriptor allows 

for computation of the vegetation effects on the total backscattered coefficients with good accuracy 

[26–28]. The parametrization of the WCM was provided in several studies for different SAR 

configurations and crop types [27,29]. Recently, [26] parameterized the WCM for a radar signal in 

the C-band and for various crop types (grassland, wheat, and cereals). Using the WCM, several 

studies estimated the soil moisture from the C- and X-band SAR with an accuracy better than 8 vol % 

[27–33]. However, soil moisture estimates could be inaccurate for plots with well-developed 

vegetation cover because the vegetation contribution dominates the soil contribution in some cases 

of vegetation. Baghdadi et al. [26] showed from the C-band data collected mainly on wheat and 

grasslands that the NDVI threshold from which the soil contribution dominates the vegetation 

contribution depends mainly on the soil moisture condition and the SAR parameters (polarization 

and incidence angle). This threshold on the NDVI increases with the increase of soil moisture or with 

the decrease of SAR incidence angle. In addition, this threshold is lower with the VH polarization 

than with the VV polarization. In the VV polarization, the soil contribution dominates the vegetation 

contribution until the NDVI values are high (approximately 0.8) in the case of the incidence angle 

lower than 40° and soil moisture higher than 10 vol %. For dry soil conditions (mv lower than 10 vol 

%) and high incidence angles (40° for example), the threshold value in the VV polarization at which 

soil contribution dominates the vegetation contribution corresponds to an NDVI lower than 

approximately 0.6. For the VH polarization, the soil contribution quickly becomes lower than the 

vegetation contribution, especially for a high incidence angle and low soil moisture values. The 

NDVI threshold is approximately 0.25 for low mv values (5 vol %) and 0.5 for high mv values (30 vol 

%). 

The arrival of Sentinel-1 (S1) and Sentinel-2 (S2) satellites have encouraged the development of 

an operational algorithm for soil moisture mapping over agricultural areas with high revisit time 

and high spatial resolution (up to plot scale). Indeed, the coupling of the S1 and S2 data through the 

WCM allows for the reduction of uncertainty caused by vegetation cover in soil moisture estimates. 

However, the main difficulty for accurate soil moisture estimates lies on the fact that for a given 
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vegetation condition, many combination of soil characteristics (soil moisture and roughness) leads to 

the same radar backscattering coefficient. Thus, inaccurate soil moisture estimates could be obtained 

in the case where roughness value is unknown. To overcome the roughness effects on the soil 

moisture estimates, multi-temporal change detection approaches were adopted for soil moisture 

mapping at a low spatial resolution [34–36]. At a low spatial resolution, the change in radar signal 

with time could be related to the change of soil moisture only. In the change detection approach, the 

radar signal on a given date is compared to the radar signal acquired in very wet and very dry 

periods to provide a relative surface soil moisture index, ranging between 0 and 1 (0 for the driest 

conditions, 1 for the wettest conditions) [36–38]. Using the change detection approach, Van doninck et 

al. [37] operationally mapped the soil moisture over Calabria (Italy) using ASAR Wide Swath images 

in VV polarization with an accuracy of 7.3 vol %. Zribi et al. [36] operationally mapped the soil 

moisture over the northern and central parts of Tunisia using ENVISAT/ASAR data with a precision 

of approximately 3.5 vol %. At the plot scale and in agricultural areas, the change detection 

algorithm could not always be applied because the surface roughness frequently changes as a result 

of agricultural practices. Recently, Sadeghi et al. [39] developed a novel approach based on a new 

optical trapezoid model to estimate the soil moisture from Sentinel-2 images. This approach that 

uses a linear relationship between soil moisture and shortwave infrared transformed reflectance 

provides volumetric moisture content estimation errors about 5 vol %.  

Several studies tend to use the neural networks technique to invert backscattering models and 

estimate the soil moisture. Satalino et al. [40] developed an algorithm to retrieve the soil moisture 

content over smooth bare soils from ERS-SAR data (VV-23°). The method consists of inverting the 

IEM model for a restricted roughness range (Hrms between 0.6 and 1.6 cm) by using neural 

networks. The results indicate that only two soil moisture classes (dry and wet soils) can be retrieved 

using ERS data. To estimate soil moisture and roughness from the C-band polarimetric radar data, 

Baghdadi et al. [41] first generated a database of backscattering coefficients for a wide range of bare 

soil conditions (Hrms between 0.3 and 3.6 cm and mv between 5 and 45 vol %) using the IEM. Then, 

the neural networks were trained using the synthetic database. A priori information on the soil 

moisture and roughness were considered to improve the accuracy of neural networks. Finally, the 

trained neural networks were validated using a real database and show an accuracy on the soil 

moisture estimates of approximately 7 vol % with the use of a priori information. Paloscia et al. [21] 

proposed an approach based on the neural network technique for operational soil moisture mapping 

from Sentinel-1 images. In the study of Paloscia et al. [21], the neural network was trained using a 

synthetic database of backscattering coefficients simulated from IEM and WCM for a wide range of 

soil moisture (5 < mv (vol %) < 45), soil roughness (1 < Hrms (cm) < 3), and vegetation conditions (0.2 

< NDVI < 0.8). Inputs to the neural networks were the SAR data (single or dual polarization) and 

NDVI; the output was the soil moisture only. The inversion of the radar signal for estimating the soil 

moisture doesn’t require roughness measurements. The developed neural networks were validated 

using a real database (composed of SAR, optical data and in situ measurements) and the results 

showed that the neural networks give an accuracy on the soil moisture estimates of between 2 and 5 

vol %. Baghdadi et al. [30] trained and validated neural networks using a huge dataset of satellite 

images acquired from RADARSAT-2 and LANDSAT-7/8 and in situ measurements. The results 

showed that HH polarization is the most relevant for soil moisture estimates (accuracy 

approximately 6 vol % even for dense grassland cover). El Hajj et al. [27] developed an inversion 

technique based on the neural networks technique to invert the WCM for soil moisture estimation. 

First, the WCM was used to generate synthetic datasets of backscattering coefficients in the X-band 

(incidence angle ~30°) for a wide range of soil moisture (mv between 5 and 45 vol %) and vegetation 

conditions (NDVI between 0 and 1). Then, the synthetic database was used to train and validate the 

neural networks. Finally, the trained neural networks were applied to estimate the soil moisture 

with an accuracy of approximately 5 vol % (using HH polarization alone and both HH and HV 

polarizations). 

The aim of this paper is to develop an operational approach for mapping soil moisture at high 

spatial resolution (up to the plot scale) in agriculture areas. The proposed approach is based on the 
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inversion of the WCM using the neural network technique. First, a calibrated WCM and the IEM 

were combined to generate a synthetic database of SAR backscattering coefficients for a wide range 

of soil and vegetation conditions. Then, the database was noisy and divided into two equal 

sub-databases, one for the neural networks training (noisy training database) and one for the neural 

networks validation (noisy validation database). Further, the neural networks were trained using the 

noisy training database. Finally, to evaluate the neural networks’ performance, the trained neural 

networks were validated using the noisy validation database and the real database. The use of the 

new Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data for operational soil moisture mapping in agricultural areas with 

high revisit time and at the plot scale is an innovative use of spatial imageries. The performance of 

the neural networks was studied when introducing a priori information on the soil moisture. In this 

paper, the following section presents the study site and database descriptions. Section 3 describes 

the methodology. The results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 presents a discussion of the important 

results. Section 6 shows an example of derived soil moisture maps. Finally, Section 7 presents the 

main conclusions. 

2. Study Sites and Database Description  

In this study, two real databases have been used; one collected in Tunisia and one collected in 

France. The Tunisian database, collected between 2009 and 2017, will not be described in the present 

study because it is well described in Baghdadi et al. [26]. It is composed of SAR data acquired by 

ASAR and Sentinel-1 sensors, NDVI values derived from optical images (between 0.08 and 0.86), 

and in situ measurements of soil moisture (between 4.0 and 39.7 vol %) and surface roughness 

(between 0.7 and 4.6 cm) for winter crop fields and grasslands. This Tunisian database was used in 

Baghdadi et al. [26] to calibrate the Water Cloud Model (WCM) [25] at the C-band. This 

parameterized water cloud model will be used in the present study for training the neural network, 

which will serve to estimate the soil moisture. Accordingly, this Tunisian database will not be used 

in this study to validate the inversion approach for soil moisture estimates because the WCM used 

was parameterized using this database. 

The French database collected in France at a study site near Montpellier (Southern France) is 

composed of SAR data acquired by Sentinel-1 sensors, NDVI maps derived from Sentinel-2 images, 

and in situ measurements of soil moisture. In the present study, only this French database will serve 

to validate the soil moisture estimation algorithm. 

2.1. French Study Site 

A study site located in the Occitanie region of France (centered on 3.80°E and 43.67°N, Figure 1) 

was chosen to validate our approach for the operational mapping of soil moisture. Relatively flat, it 

is composed mainly of forest, vineyard, grasslands, and agricultural fields (mainly wheat). The 

climate of the study site is Mediterranean with a rainy season between mid-October and March and 

an average cumulative rainfall of approximately 750 mm. The average air temperature varies 

between 2.9 °C and 29.3 °C. The top soil texture of the agricultural fields is a loam. Twenty-three 

reference plots with areas between 0.6 and 9 ha were selected over our study site, with 10 grasslands 

and 13 plots of wheat. 

Twenty-five SAR images acquired by Sentinel-1 and 11 optical images acquired by Sentinel-2 

were used in this study. In addition, in situ campaigns were conducted simultaneously with SAR 

acquisitions to collect the in situ measurements of soil moisture in our reference plots. 
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Figure 1. Location of the French study site. 

2.1.1. Sentinel-1 Images 

The SAR images were obtained from the Sentinel-1A (S1A) and Sentinel-1B (S1B) satellite 

constellation operating at the C-band (wavelength ~6 cm). Over our study site, S1A and S1B provide 

images every 6 days. The Sentinel-1 (S1) images are downloadable from the Copernicus website 

(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home). The 25 S1 images used were acquired between 

September 2016 and May 2017 in IW imaging mode with the VV and VH polarizations (this 

acquisition mode is the primary conflict-free mode for land). In addition, S1 images were generated 

from the high-resolution Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) product with a spatial resolution of 

10 m × 10 m. For all S1 images, the study site is imaged with an incidence angle (θ) of approximately 

39°. 

The Sentinel-1 Toolbox (S1TBX), developed by the ESA (European Spatial Agency), was used to 

calibrate the S1 images. The calibration aims to convert the digital number values of S1 images into 

backscattering coefficients (σ°) in a linear unit. For each reference plot, the mean backscattering 

coefficient was calculated from each calibrated S1 image by averaging the σ° values of all pixels 

within that plot. The average of σ° pixels values reduces the speckle noise.  

2.1.2. Sentinel-2 Images 

Eleven free optical images were obtained from the Sentinel-2A (2A) satellite on dates close to S1 

images (less than 2 weeks). The S2A images were downloaded from the Theia (French land data 

service center) website, the French land data center (https://www.theia-land.fr/). The Theia website 

provides S2A images that are corrected for atmospheric effects and ortho-rectified [42,43]. Currently, 

Sentinel-1 (S1) and Sentinel-2 (S2) sensors provide images with revisit time of 6 and 5 days, 

respectively. In theory, it is possible to obtain one S1 image and one S2 image with difference in time 

less than one week. If the optical image closest to the radar image is cloudy, the optical image 

acquired two weeks before or after the radar image acquisition date could be used because in 

agriculture areas the vegetation does not change a lot within one or two weeks. 

First, the NDVI maps were derived from the S2A images. Then, from each calibrated S2A image 

the NDVI pixel values within each reference plot were averaged to characterize the vegetation 

condition of that plot. Finally, for each reference plot, to derive the NDVI values for the S1 

acquisition dates, a linear interpolation was performed using the NDVI value corresponding to the 

S2A image acquired before the radar acquisition date and the NDVI value of the S2A image acquired 

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
https://www.theia-land.fr/
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after the radar acquisition date. For our reference plots, the NDVI values ranged between 0.13 

(almost bare soil) and 0.92 (vegetation height ~85 cm). 

2.1.3. In Situ Measurements 

Soil moisture (mv) was measured within a window of 2 hours with respect to the S1 acquisition 

date. For each reference plot, twenty-five to thirty measurements of volumetric soil moisture were 

conducted in the top 5 cm of soil by means of a calibrated TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) probe. 

All soil moisture measurements within each plot were averaged to provide a mean value for each 

plot. The range of the soil moisture value is between 7.0 and 36.3 vol %. 

The soil roughness parameter Hrms (root mean surface height) was not measured. Only 

information about the roughness class was collected for each reference plot at each field campaign 

according to three classes: smooth areas (sowing) with a root mean square surface height (Hrms) 

lower than 1 cm, medium roughness areas (slightly plowed soil) with an Hrms between 1 cm and 2 

cm, and rough areas (well plowed soil) with an Hrms higher than 2 cm. These roughness thresholds 

that are used for each class are obviously approximations, but because of our experience in collecting 

roughness measurements over the past 20 years, we will assume these are fairly reliable 

observations. 

Finally, our French database is composed of 289 elements with radar backscattering coefficients 

(in the VV and VH polarizations), NDVI values, and in situ measurements of soil moisture (mv) and 

roughness class. For a specific SAR acquisition date, each element of the real database represents a 

reference plot with an associated mean mv value, SAR information (mean incidence angle and mean 

backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH), and mean NDVI value. Among the 289 database 

elements, 18 samples represent smooth areas, 259 are medium-rough areas, and 12 are rough areas. 

This database was only used to validate our inversion approach for soil moisture mapping. 

2.2. SAR Signal Sensitivity Analysis 

In this section, the sensitivity of SAR signal to soil moisture (mv) in the VV and VH 

polarizations was analyzed for different NDVI ranges using the Tunisian and French databases 

together (Figure 2). Figure 2 was created using the French database in addition to the Tunisian 

database. The results show that for an NDVI between 0.1 and 0.75, the radar signal in both the VV 

and VH polarizations (incidence angle approximately 39°) increases as soil moisture increases (mv 

between 5 and 40 vol %). The sensitivity of the radar signal to soil moisture is approximately 0.16 

dB/[vol %] for the VV and 0.13 dB/[vol %] for the VH, with an NDVI between 0.1 and 0.75. The 

decrease in the radar signal sensitivity to soil moisture is observed in Figure 2 when the NDVI 

increases for the NDVI values between 0 and 0.75. Beyond 0.75 (vegetation height > 70 cm), the radar 

signal in the VV and VH tends to become saturated for an mv between 5 and 40 vol %. The saturation 

is related to the high attenuation of the radar signal by the well-developed vegetation cover. 

Accordingly, only database elements with NDVI values lower than 0.75 will be used to validate our 

inversion approach for soil moisture estimates because the penetration of the radar signal in the 

C-band seems very weak for NDVI values higher than 0.75. 

The decrease in the radar signal sensitivity to the soil moisture when the vegetation cover 

increases was reported in the studies of Baghdadi et al. [30] and El Hajj et al. [44]. In Baghdadi et al. 

[30], the sensitivity of the radar signal at the C-band (VV polarization and high incidence angle) is 

0.11 dB/[vol %] and 0.05 dB/[vol %] for a grassland biomass lower and higher than 1 kg/m2, 

respectively. Moreover, the results showed that the sensitivity of the radar signal in the VV 

polarization to the soil moisture was higher than that in the VH polarization (0.08 dB/[vol %] and 

0.01 dB/[vol %] for a grassland biomass lower and higher than 1 kg/m2, respectively). 
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of the C-band (Sentinel-1 and ASAR) to the soil moisture in the VV (a–c) and VH 

(d–f) polarizations for four classes of NDVI (NDVI values between 0.1 and 0.9). 

3. Soil Moisture Mapping Methodology 

Our approach for the operational soil moisture mapping uses the neural networks technique to 

invert the radar signal. The neural networks (NNs) are trained using a synthetic database of the 

C-band backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH polarizations (incidence angle “θ” between 20° 

and 45°), soil moisture (mv), surface roughness (Hrms) and NDVI. The synthetic database is built 

using a parameterized Water Cloud Model (WCM) [26] combined with the modified Integral 

Equation Model (IEM) [15,17]. The WCM used was parameterized using a wide range of soil 

moisture values (between 4.0 and 39.7 vol %), surface roughness (between 0.7 cm and 4.6 cm), and 

NDVI (between 0.08 and 0.86), all of which were obtained from agricultural fields (mainly cereals). 

The development of the inversion method consists of five steps: 

(1) Simulate the radar backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH using the parameterized WCM; 

(2) Generate a noisy synthetic SAR C-band database by noising the data simulated by the WCM 

(step 1) to use the SAR database close to the real SAR data. The NDVI values used as input to 

the WCM were also noised to better represent the real NDVI values computed from the optical 

images; 
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(3) Divide the synthetic database into two equal sub-databases, one for neural network training 

and one for neural network validation; 

(4) Train and validate the neural networks using the synthetic training and validation 

sub-databases, respectively; 

(5) Finally, apply the trained neural networks to the real database (French database) of the SAR and 

NDVI measurements computed from Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images, respectively, to estimate 

the soil moisture. 

For the proposed approach, neural networks need to be trained on wide database (with soil and 

vegetation parameters the most encountered in agricultural environments) simulated from 

calibrated physical model (WCM coupled with the modified IEM). The NNs trained only one time 

could be next used to derive the soil moisture from S1 and S2 images. As a case study, the developed 

approach was applied in using the Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images for operationally mapping the 

soil moisture at high spatial resolution (up to plot scale) over the Occitanie region in France.  

3.1. Radar Backscattering Model 

In this study, the Water Could Model (WCM) was combined with the modified Integral 

Equation Model (IEM) and used to simulate the radar response for different conditions of vegetation 

and soil in an agricultural context. The WCM is the most commonly used model to estimate soil 

moisture in the presence of vegetation cover because it uses a simple formulation and consequently, 

it could be easily inverted [21,29,31–33,45–48]. In the WCM, the total backscattered signal is equal to 

the sum of vegetation contribution and soil contribution attenuated by the vegetation layer. The soil 

contribution is a function of the soil moisture and roughness. The vegetation contribution and the 

attenuation are computed using one or more vegetation parameters, such as the leaf area index, 

NDVI, and vegetation water content [25–27,29,30,49,50]. 

The parametrization of the WCM used in this work was performed in a previous study [26] for 

the VV and VH polarizations (θ between 18° and 40°) in using wide database of SAR C-band 

measurements, NDVI values derived from optical images, and in situ measurements of soil moisture 

(mv) and soil roughness (Hrms). In Baghdadi et al. [26], the WCM was parameterized in using data 

collected over a study site located in central Tunisia (Kairouan Plain: 35°1’−35°55’ N-9°23’−10°17’ E) 

that contains mainly agricultural fields of cereals. The NDVI values ranged between 0.1 and 0.86, the 

mv values were between 4.0 and 39.6 vol %, and the Hrms was between 0.7 cm and 4.6 cm. The 

vegetation contribution and the vegetation attenuation effects were computed using the NDVI as the 

vegetation descriptor. In addition, the soil contribution was simulated using the IEM modified by 

Baghdadi et al. [15,17]. The results showed that the parameterized WCM simulates the 

backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH polarizations with an accuracy (Root Mean Square 

Error “RMSE”) of approximately 1.4 dB (R2 approximately 0.60), which is close to the S1 

measurement accuracy [51,52]. 

3.2. Synthetic Database 

The parameterized WCM was used to generate a synthetic database of backscattering 

coefficients in the VV and VH (σ°VV and σ°VH) from a wide range of θ (20° to 45°), mv (2 to 40 vol 

%), Hrms (0.5 to 3.8 cm), and NDVI (0 to 0.75) values. Each element of the database is composed of a 

combination of four input parameters θ, mv, Hrms, NDVI and a simulated σ°VV and σ°VH. The 

synthetic database comprises 84240 elements (Table 1). 

Table 1. Minimum and maximum values of the input parameters of the WCM. 

Parameter Min Value Max Value Element Numbers 

mv (vol %) 2 40 20 

Hrms (cm) 0.5 3.8 18 

NDVI 0 0.75 9 

θ (°) 20 45 26 
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To make the synthetic database of backscattering coefficients more realistic (i.e., similar to real 

SAR data), the error corresponding to Sentinel-1 radiometric accuracy was added to the simulated 

backscattering coefficients. This error is approximately 0.70 dB (3σ) for the VV polarization and 1.0 

dB (3σ) for the VH polarization [52]. Thus, we considered two absolute zero-mean Gaussian random 

additive noises with a standard deviation of ±0.7 and ±1.0 dB to be added to the simulated 

backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH, respectively. Moreover, given that the relative error in 

the NDVI derived from the optical images is approximately 15% at the most [53,54], the NDVI 

values in the synthetic database were noisy, with a zero-mean Gaussian additive relative noise of 

15%. 

For each synthetic database backscattering coefficient, 10 random noises were used (zero-mean 

Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.7 and 1.0 dB for the VV and VH, respectively). In 

addition, for each NDVI in the synthetic database, 10 random noises were also used. The synthetic 

database with noisy backscattering coefficients and NDVI is called the noisy synthetic database in 

this paper. It is composed of 8,424,000 elements. Finally, the noisy synthetic database was randomly 

divided into two equal sub-databases, one for the neural network training (noisy training database) 

and one for the neural network validation (noisy validation database). 

3.3. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

In this study, the neural network technique was used to invert the SAR data for estimating the 

soil moisture because the direct inversion of the IEM model is not possible. Three SAR 

configurations for estimating the soil moisture are considered: 

• Configuration 1: incidence angle, noisy radar signal at VV polarization, and noisy NDVI are the 

inputs of the network; 

• Configuration 2: incidence angle, noisy radar signal at VH polarization, and noisy NDVI are the 

inputs of the network; and 

• Configuration 3: incidence angle, both noisy radar signal at VV and VH polarizations and noisy 

NDVI are the inputs of the network. 

Neural networks (NNs) were trained in using the noisy synthetic training database generated 

from the parameterized WCM and the modified IEM. The Hrms was not used as an input parameter 

for the neural networks training and validation. Although, synthetic database was simulated using 

Hrms values between 0.5 and 3.8 cm. 

All neural networks were trained in using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [55] with two 

hidden layers [20]. The number of neurons for each hidden layer is 20 [20,56]. Linear and 

tangent-sigmoid transfer functions were associated with the first and second hidden layers, 

respectively. 

To improve the soil moisture estimates, a priori knowledge about the soil moisture state is 

introduced. Indeed, it is easily to define from the weather forecasts (precipitation and temperature) 

if the soil is either dry to slightly wet (no precipitation for many days before SAR acquisition) or very 

wet (heavy rainfall preceding SAR acquisition) [20]. The integration of a priori information 

constrains the range of possible soil moisture parameter values estimated by the neural networks 

and thus leads to a better estimation of the soil moisture. The requirement for rainfall information is 

not an obstacle for our operational approach to soil moisture mapping at a high spatial resolution 

because the information about rainfall (date and amount) are easily available from the in situ 

sensors. In the case of soil moisture mapping at a low spatial resolution, rainfall remote sensing 

satellite products (such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission: TRMM) could be used to define 

a priori knowledge about the soil moisture. Accordingly, neural networks are built either using or 

neglecting a priori information on the soil moisture conditions: 

• Case 1: No a priori information is available for the soil moisture state. In this case, the mv will be 

estimated between 2 and 40 vol %. 
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• Case 2: A priori information is available for mv. The soil is supposed to be dry to slightly wet 

according to expertise based mainly on meteorological data (precipitation, temperature). Soil 

moisture values are assumed to range from 2 to 25 vol %. 

• Case 3: A priori information is available for mv. The soil is supposed to be very wet according to 

the expertise of the meteorological data. The mv values are assumed to vary between 25 and 40 

vol %. 

For the case with no a priori information (case 1), the three neural networks (configurations 1, 2, 

and 3) were developed using the entire training database (mv between 2 and 40 vol %). For the two 

cases with a priori information on the mv (cases 2 and 3), an overlap of 10 vol % on the mv is 

considered between the databases used for the training of the networks. For a priori information that 

soil is dry to slightly wet (case 2), the three neural networks (configurations 1, 2, and 3) were 

developed using the training database elements with the mv between 2 and 30 vol %. For a priori 

information that soil is very wet (case 3), the three neural networks (configurations 1, 2, and 3) were 

developed using the training database elements with the mv between 20 and 40 vol %. To 

summarize, 9 neural networks are developed for the estimation of soil moisture. Table 2 shows the 

mains properties for each neural network. 

Table 2. Input and output parameters for the nine neural networks developed in this study. 

Case 
NNs 

Name 

Noisy 

Training 

Database 

Noisy 

Validation 

Database 

Input Vector Output 

No a priori 

NN1 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VV, NDVI mv 

NN2 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

NN3 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 2 ≤ mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VV, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

A priori: dry to 

slightly wet 

NN1_dry 2 ≤ mv ≤ 30 2 ≤ mv ≤ 25 θ, σ°VV, NDVI mv 

NN2_dry 2 ≤ mv ≤ 30 2 ≤ mv ≤ 25 θ, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

NN3_dry 2 ≤ mv ≤ 30 2 ≤ mv ≤ 25 θ, σ°VV, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

A priori: very 

wet 

NN1_wet 20 ≤ mv ≤ 40 25 < mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VV, NDVI mv 

NN2_wet 20 ≤ mv ≤ 40 25 < mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

NN3_wet 20 ≤ mv ≤ 40 25 < mv ≤ 40 θ, σ°VV, σ°VH, NDVI mv 

This approach, which uses a priori information on the soil moisture, is relevant even when the 

agricultural plots in the study area are irrigated. If the SAR images are acquired during the dry 

season with irrigation activities occurring at the study site, the use of a priori information on the mv 

(dry to slightly wet soils) could lead to an underestimation of the mv if the real soil moisture is 

higher than 30 vol %. 

First, the analysis of the performance of neural networks is carried out using the noisy 

validation database for each case (no a priori information, a priori information for dry to slightly wet 

soils, and a priori information for very wet soils). The estimated mv from the neural networks is 

compared to the reference mv and the errors for the mv estimates were quantified by means of the 

bias (Estimated mv – Reference mv) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In addition, the error 

for the mv estimates (RMSE and Bias) was analyzed according to the NDVI, Hrms, and θ values. 

Finally, the nine developed neural networks are used to invert real SAR data. The inversion was 

performed using real SAR data as well as the NDVI values (calculated from the optical images) 

instead of the noisy backscattering coefficients and NDVI values. 

4. Results 

4.1. Using the Synthetic Database 

Given that the best results were obtained using the VV alone (NN1, NN1_dry, and NN1_wet), 

the results from NN1, NN1_dry, and NN1_wet will be thoroughly commented upon (Section 4.1.1). 
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On the other hand, the results obtained with the VH alone (NN_2, NN_2_dry, and NN_2_wet), as 

well as the VV and VH together (NN_3, NN_3_dry, and NN_3_wet), will be briefly discussed 

(Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). 

4.1.1. Neural Networks Using the VV Alone (NN1, NN1_dry, and NN1_wet) 

Figure 3 shows the performance of the neural networks that take σ°VV, θ, and NDVI as input 

parameters. For NN1 (no a priori information on the mv), the training and validation were 

performed using all training and validation database elements, respectively (mv between 2 and 40 

vol %). NN1_dry was trained using the noisy training database elements with mv between 2 and 30 

vol % and next was validated using the noisy validation database elements with mv between 2 and 

25 vol %. For NN1_wet, the training was performed using the noisy training database elements with 

mv between 20 and 40 vol %, and the validation was realized using the noisy validation database 

elements the mv between 25 and 40 vol %. 

The neural network built without the use of a priori information on the mv (NN1) shows a 

non-biased estimation of mv and an RMSE of 6.1 vol % (Figure 3a). Moreover, errors on the mv 

estimated from NN1 was analyzed for a reference mv lower and higher than 25 vol %. For a reference 

mv lower than 25 vol %, the results show that NN1 yielded an overestimation of the reference mv of 

2.7 vol % and an RMSE equal to 5.5 vol %. For a reference mv higher than 25 vol %, an 

underestimation of mv (bias = −4.1 vol %) and an RMSE equal to 6.9 vol % were obtained with NN1. 

For a reference mv lower and higher than 25 vol %, the accuracy of mv estimates (bias and 

RMSE) is improved with the consideration of a priori information on the mv (dry to slightly wet soil 

conditions “NN1_dry” and very wet “NN1_wet”) (Figure 3b,c). Indeed, for a reference mv lower 

than 25 vol %, the use of NN1_dry yields a smaller bias “estimated mv—reference mv” (1.2 vol %) 

and an RMSE (4.0 vol %) in comparison to NN1 (no a priori information on the mv) (Figure 3b). 

Similarly, for a reference mv between 25 and 40 vol %, the use of NN1_wet improves the bias by 1.8 

vol % (bias = −2.3 vol %) and the RMSE by 1.8 vol % (RMSE = 5.1 vol %) (Figure 3c). 

Furthermore, the evolution of errors (bias and RMSE) on the mv estimated from the NN1, 

NN1_dry, and NN1_wet are analyzed according to the Hrms, NDVI, and θ (Figure 4). In general, the 

results show that the bias varies with the Hrms and remains constant with the NDVI and θ. In the 

case of no a priori information on the mv (NN1) and for a reference mv between 2 and 25 vol % 

(Figure 4a), the bias varies from −2.2 vol % to 6.2 vol % as the Hrms increases from 0.5 to 3.8 cm 

(underestimation for an Hrms lower than 1.2 cm and overestimation for an Hrms higher than 1.2 cm). 

However, the bias remains constant (approximately 2.7 vol %) with the NDVI for NDVI between 0 

and 0.75 and with θ for θ between 20° and 45° (Figure 4b,c). In the case of no a priori information 

(NN1), and for a reference mv between 25 and 40 vol %, the mv estimates are highly underestimated 

for an Hrms equal to 0.5 cm (bias = −10.5 vol %). This underestimation decreases when the Hrms 

increases to reach approximately 0.3 vol % for an Hrms = 3.8 cm (Figure 4a). Figure 4b,c show that the 

difference between the estimated and reference mv is approximately −4.1 vol % regardless of the 

NDVI and θ values in the case of NN1 and for very wet soil conditions. 

The use of a priori information on the mv (dry to slightly wet “NN1_dry” and very wet 

“NN1_wet”) yields a similar bias behavior according to the Hrms, NDVI and θ, as in the case of no a 

priori information (Figure 4). However, the bias level is lower with NN1_dry and NN1_wet than 

with NN1. Using a priori information on the mv with dry to slightly wet soil conditions, NN1_dry 

slightly improves the bias for an Hrms lower than 1.4 cm (less than 1 vol %), whereas the 

improvement varies from 1.1 vol % for an Hrms equal to 1.4 cm to 2.3 vol %, for an Hrms equal to 3.8 

cm (Figure 4a).The use of a priori information with very wet soil conditions (NN1_wet) improves the 

bias significantly for an Hrms lower than 2 cm (improvement decreases from 4.9 to 1.2 as the Hrms 

increases from 0.5 to 2 cm) and slightly improves the bias for an Hrms higher than 2 cm 

(improvement is less than 1 vol %) (Figure 4a). In using NN1_dry, the bias by approximately 1.5 vol 

% for all NDVI and θ values (Figure 4b,c). In using NN1_wet, the improvement in the bias varies 
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between 1.5 vol % for an NDVI = 0 to 2.6 vol % for an NDVI = 0.75 (Figure 4b), and it is 

approximately 1.8 vol % for all θ values (Figures 4c). 

The analysis of the RMSE on the mv estimates in the case of no a priori information on the mv 

(NN1) with a reference mv between 2 and 25 vol % shows that the RMSE decreases slightly from 4.4 

vol % to 3.6 vol % when the Hrms increases from 0.5 to 1.2 cm. Beyond 1.2 cm, the RMSE increases 

greatly from 3.6 to 7.5 when the Hrms increases from 1.2 to 3.8 cm (Figure 4d). Moreover, the results 

show that the RMSE increases slightly from 5.0 to 6.4 vol % when the NDVI increases from 0 until 

0.75 (Figure 4e). The RMSE seems not depends on θ with an RMSE on the mv of approximately 5.5 

vol % for a θ between 20 and 45° (Figure 4f). In the case of no a priori information on the mv with a 

reference mv between 25 and 40 vol %, the RMSE on the mv decreases from 11.7 vol % to 4.3 vol % 

when the Hrms increases from 0.5 to 3.8 cm (Figure 4d). Moreover, the results show that the RMSE 

has a slight increase of approximately 1.3 vol % (from 6.5 to 7.8 vol %) when the NDVI increases 

from 0 to 0.75 (Figure 4e). Finally, the RMSE increases slightly from 6.2 to 6.9 vol % for θ between 20 

and 45° (Figure 4f). 

In the case of a priori information on the mv with dry to slightly wet soil conditions, NN1_dry 

improves the RMSE (calculated using the validation database with the mv between 2 and 25 vol %) 

by less than 1 vol % for an Hrms less than 1.6 cm, by 1.6 vol % for an Hrms between 1.6 and 2.8 cm, 

and by approximately 2.3 vol % for an Hrms higher than 2.8 cm (Figure 4d). In addition, the RMSE 

on the mv estimates is improved by approximately 1.5 vol % for an NDVI between 0 and 0.75 and for 

θ between 20° and 45° when using NN1_dry, compared to the results obtained with NN1 (Figure 

4e,f). The use of a priori information on the mv with very wet soil conditions (NN1_wet) improves 

the RMSE on the mv estimates (calculated using the validation database with an mv between 25 and 

40 vol %). This improvement is significant for a low Hrms (4.6 vol% for Hrms = 0.5 cm) and decreases 

when the Hrms increases (0.2 vol % for Hrms = 3.8 cm) (Figure 4d). In comparison to NN1, the 

network NN1_wet improves the RMSE from 1.5 vol % for an NDVI = 0 to 2.6 vol % for an NDVI = 

0.75 (Figure 4e). In addition, Figure 4f shows that the decrease of the RMSE on the mv estimates is in 

the same order (approximately 1.8 vol %) for all θ between 20° and 45° (RMSE = 6.9 vol % with NN1 

and RMSE = 5.1 vol % with NN1_wet). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 3. Estimated mv as a function of the reference mv when the VV is used alone. (a) NN1 (no a 

priori on the mv), (b) NN1_dry (a priori information on the mv, dry to slightly wet); (c) NN1_wet (a 

priori information on the mv, very wet). 

 
(a) 

 
(d) 

 
(b) 

 
(e) 
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(c) 

 
(f) 

Figure 4. Bias (estimated mv—reference mv) and the RMSE on the mv estimates when the VV is used 

alone as a function of the Hrms (a,d), NDVI (b,e), and θ (c,f) for each of NN1, NN1_dry, and 

NN1_wet. 

4.1.2. Neural Networks Using the VH Alone (NN2, NN2_dry, and NN2_wet) 

Figure 5 shows the performance of the VH polarization (inputs: noisy σ°VH, θ, and noisy 

NDVI) for estimating soil moisture. The neural network built with no a priori information on the mv 

(NN2) shows a non-biased estimation of mv and an RMSE of 8.5 vol % (Figure 5a). Moreover, for a 

reference mv lower than 25 vol %, the results show that NN2 provides an overestimation of the 

reference mv of 4.6 vol % with an RMSE of 7.6 vol %. For a reference mv higher than 25 vol %, the mv 

estimated from NN2 underestimates the reference mv by 6.9 vol % with an RMSE equal to 9.7 vol %. 

Moreover, the results show that the use of both a priori information for dry to slightly wet 

(NN2_dry) and very wet soil conditions (NN2_wet) allows more precise soil moisture estimates. For 

a reference mv between 2 and 25 vol %, the RMSE on the mv estimates decreases from 7.6 vol % with 

NN2 to 5.8 vol % with NN2_dry (bias decreases from 4.6 vol % with NN2 to 1.9 vol % with 

NN2_dry) (Figure 5a,b). In very wet soil conditions, the use of a priori information improves the 

RMSE on the mv estimates from 9.7 vol % with NN2 to 5.3 vol % with NN2_wet (bias decreases from 

−6.9 vol % with NN2 to −2.6 vol % with NN2_wet) (Figure 5a,c). 

In the case of no a priori information, the errors on the mv estimated from the VH (NN2) are 

higher than those from the VV (NN1) for both soil conditions, dry to slightly wet soils and very wet 

soils (Figures 3a and 5a). For an mv between 2 and 25 vol %, the RMSE on the mv estimates are 7.6 vol 

% with NN2 (bias = 4.6 vol %) and 5.5 vol % with NN1 (bias = 2.7 vol %). For an mv between 25 and 

40 vol %, the RMSE on the mv estimates are 9.7 vol % with NN2 (bias = −6.9 vol %) and of 6.9 vol % 

with NN1 (bias = −4.1 vol %). Similarly, the use of a priori information in the case of dry to slightly 

wet soils (reference mv between 2 and 25 vol %), the errors are higher with the VH (bias = 1.9 vol %, 

RMSE = 5.8 vol %) than with the VV (bias = 1.2 vol %, RMSE = 4.04 vol %) (Figures 3b and 5b). 

Finally, in the case of a priori information on the mv with very wet soils (reference mv between 25 

and 40 vol %), the errors on the mv estimated from the VH alone (bias = −2.6 vol % and RMSE = 5.3 

vol %) and the VV alone (bias = −2.3 vol %, RMSE = 5.1 vol %) are similar (Figures 3c and 5c). 

The behavior of errors (bias and RMSE) on the mv estimates with the VH polarization (NN2, 

NN2_dry, and NN2_wet) according to the Hrms, NDVI, and θ is similar to that on the mv estimates 

with the VV polarization (NN1, NN1_dry, and NN_wet) (Figures 4 and 6). For an mv between 2 and 

25 vol % (with or without a priori information on the mv), the RMSE on the mv estimates increases 

more strongly with the NDVI for the VH alone (NN2, and NN2_dry) than for the VV alone (NN1, 

and NN1_dry). Indeed, the RMSE increases from 4.1 to 7.3 vol % with NN2_dry and from 3.6 vol % 

to 4.9 vol % as the NDVI increases from 0 to 0.75 (Figures 4e and 6e). Similarly, in the case of very 
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wet soils without the use of a priori information on the mv, the increase of the RMSE according to the 

NDVI is more rapid when the VH is used alone instead of the VV alone (Figures 4e and 6e). Finally, 

with the consideration of a priori information on the mv in the case of very wet soils, the RMSE on 

the mv estimated from the VV alone and the VH alone do not depend on the NDVI (RMSE 

approximately 5.1 vol %) (Figures 4e and 6e). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. The estimated mv as a function of the reference mv when the VH is used alone. (a) NN2 (no 

a priori on the mv), (b) NN2_dry (a priori information on the mv, dry to slightly wet); (c) NN2_wet (a 

priori information on the mv, very wet). 
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(a) 

 
(d) 

 
(b)  

 
(e) 

 
(c) 

 
(f) 

Figure 6. Bias (estimated mv—reference mv) and RMSE on the mv estimates when the VH is used 

alone as a function of the Hrms (a, d), NDVI (b, e), and θ (c, f) for each of NN1, NN1_dry, and 

NN1_wet. 
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4.1.3. Neural Networks Using the VV and VH Together (NN3, NN3_dry, and NN3_wet) 

The use of the VV and VH polarizations together as inputs in the neural networks (NN3, 

NN3_dry, and NN3_wet) to estimate soil moisture provides an accuracy similar to that obtained 

with the use of VV alone (NN1, NN1_dry, and NN1_wet). As observed in the case of VV alone, the 

use of both VV and VH with consideration of a priori information reduces the errors on the mv 

estimates (Figure 7). As an example, for a reference mv between 2 and 25 vol %, a bias of 1.2 vol % 

and an RMSE of 4.0 vol % are obtained with consideration of a priori information on the mv in the 

case of dry to slightly wet soil conditions (NN3_dry), compared to a bias of 2.6 vol % and an RMSE 

of 5.25 vol % with no consideration of a priori information on the mv (NN3) (Figure 7a,b). Moreover, 

using both VV and VH, the behavior of errors (bias and RMSE) according to the Hrms, NDVI and θ, 

as well as the values of these errors for each of the Hrms, NDVI and θ values, are approximately the 

same when the VV polarization is used alone (Figures 4 and 8). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. The estimated mv as a function of the reference mv when the VV and VH are used together. 

(a) NN3 (no a priori on the mv), (b) NN3_dry (a priori information on the mv, dry to slightly wet); (c) 

NN3_wet (a priori information on the mv, very wet). 
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(d) 

 
(b) 

 
(e) 

 
(c) 

 
(f) 

Figure 8. Bias (estimated mv—reference mv) and RMSE on the mv estimates when VV and VH are 

used together as a function of the Hrms (a,d), NDVI (b,e), and θ (c,f) for each of NN3, NN3_dry, and 

NN3_wet. 
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4.2. Using the Real Database 

The potential of all developed neural networks (NN1, NN1_dry, NN1_wet, NN2, NN2_dry, 

NN2_wet, NN3, NN3_dry, and NN3_wet) to estimate soil moisture was evaluated using the real 

database collected over the French study area. This evaluation was performed using only the 

database elements with NDVI values lower than 0.75. Indeed, in this study, the results showed that 

the radar signal in the VV and VH polarizations is not sensitive to soil moisture for an NDVI higher 

than 0.75. The rain information registered over the study area was used to determine the appropriate 

neural networks with a priori information. The neural networks with a priori information of dry to 

slightly wet (NN1_dry, NN2_dry, NN3_dry) were applied if the SAR image was acquired far from a 

rainy episode or in the context of the fast drying out of soil (high temperatures). The neural networks 

with a priori information of very wet (NN1_wet, NN2_wet, NN3_wet) were applied if the SAR 

image was acquired after an intense rainy episode. 

Similar results are obtained with the VV alone, the VH alone or using the VV and VH together 

in the case where no a priori information on the mv is considered with a bias of approximately 2.6 vol 

% (overestimation of mv) and an RMSE of approximately 7.2 vol %. For all neural networks, the 

results show that the use of a priori information considerably improves the precision of the 

estimated soil moisture by approximately 2 vol % for both the bias and RMSE. As an example, the 

NN1 (no a priori information, VV) overestimates the in situ soil moisture by 2.6 vol % and allows for 

soil moisture estimates with an accuracy of 7.2 vol % (RMSE), whereas the NN1_dry and NN1_wet 

(with a priori information, VV) provide a higher accuracy on the estimated mv (bias = 0.2 vol % and 

RMSE = 5.0 vol %) (Figure 9a,d). Moreover, with the consideration of a priori information on the mv, 

the results show that the use of the VV alone allows for better soil moisture estimates than the use of 

the VH alone and a similar precision when both the VV and VH polarization are used. The RMSE on 

the mv estimates using a priori information on the mv is 5.0 vol % with VV (bias = 0.2 vol %), 5.9 vol % 

with the VH alone (bias = −1.1 vol %), and 5.1 vol % with the VV and VH together (bias = 0.4 vol %). 

For very rough plots with an Hrms higher than 3 cm (red ellipses in Figure 9), the NNs highly 

overestimate the in situ mv. For example, with the VV alone using a priori information on the mv 

(NN1_dry and NN1_wet), the estimated mv values are higher than the reference mv by 

approximately 9 vol %. For very smooth plots with an Hrms lower than 1 cm (blue ellipses in Figure 9), 

the NNs highly underestimate the in situ mv. For example, using the VV alone with a priori 

information on the mv (NN1_dry, and NN1_wet), the estimated mv values are lower than the in situ 

mv by approximately 10 vol %. 

 
(a) 

 
(d) 
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(b) 

 
(e) 

 
(c) 

 
(f) 

Figure 9. Retrieved soil moisture versus in situ measurements. Inversion was performed using real 

SAR data and NDVI derived from optical images. (a) VV alone with no a priori information (NN1); 

(b) VH alone with no a priori information (NN2); (c) Both VV and VH with no a priori information 

(NN3); (d) VV alone with a priori information (NN1_dry and NN2_wet); (e) VH alone with a priori 

information (NN2_dry and NN2_wet); (f) Both VV and VH with a priori information (NN3_dry and 

NN3_wet). Red dashed ellipses indicate rough plots. Blue ellipses indicate very smooth plots. 

5. Discussion 

Three inversion configurations using VV alone, VH alone, and both VV and VH were 

developed. Each inversion configuration was built with and without the consideration of a priori 

information on the soil moisture condition. The consideration of a priori information (dry to slightly 

wet and very wet) was realized by limiting the range of soil moisture values in the training database 

to mv between 2 and 30 vol % for dry to slightly wet soil conditions and between 20 and 40 vol % for 

very wet soil conditions. These two soil moisture conditions will be selected in an operational 

procedure of soil moisture estimation according to meteorological information (rainfall events for 

example). 

The developed neural networks were trained using the synthetic database and validated using 

both real and synthetic databases. Using the synthetic database, the results showed that the 

consideration of a priori information improves the precision on the soil moisture estimates. In 

addition, the results showed that the use of VV alone gives a better precision on the soil moisture 

estimates than using VH alone. Similar precisions were obtained with VV alone and in using VV and 

VH together. Thus, for soil moisture estimation, it is better to use either VV polarization alone or 

both VV and VH polarizations with a priori information that could be easily defined from in situ 

precipitation stations. 

For all neural networks, the errors (bias and RMSE) on the mv estimates are found to depend on 

the Hrms values. For an mv between 2 and 25 vol % (with or without a priori information on the mv), 
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underestimation and overestimation of estimated mv were observed respectively for an Hrms lower 

and higher than a given threshold of the Hrms. With the consideration of a priori information on the 

mv in the case of dry to slightly wet soils, this Hrms threshold is equal to 1.5 cm when used the VV 

alone (NN1_dry) or the VV and VH together (NN3_dry). It is approximately 1 cm when VH is used 

alone (NN2_dry). In addition, the results show that the RMSE on the mv is the lowest for Hrms 

between 1 and 2 cm for all SAR inversion configurations (VV alone, VH alone, VV and VH together) 

used in this study, considering a priori information on the mv in the case of dry to slightly wet soils. 

In the case of very wet soil conditions (mv between 25 and 40 vol %), an underestimation of mv is 

observed for all Hrms between 0.5 and 3.8 cm. This underestimation decreased with the increase of 

soil roughness. In addition, the RMSE on the mv decreases with the Hrms. The lowest RMSE values 

correspond to Hrms values that are higher than 2.5 cm. 

The above conclusions on the dependence between the error on the mv estimates and the Hrms 

is related to the fact that a smooth surface (Hrms lower than 1 cm) leads to a specular reflection of the 

emitted radar signal and therefore a low backscatter coefficient, providing an underestimation of the 

mv with a high RMSE (for all mv values). On the other hand, increasing surface roughness (Hrms 

higher than 2 cm) results in an increase of the radar backscattering signal that leads to an 

overestimation of the mv values associated with a high RMSE for dry to slightly wet soils, and 

provides a slight underestimation with a low RMSE for very wet soils (between 25 and 40 vol %). 

Moreover, for a reference mv between 2 and 25 vol % (with or without a priori information on 

the mv), the increase of errors on the mv estimates according to the NDVI is more rapid for VH alone 

than for VV alone or for VV and VH together. As VH is more sensitive to vegetation cover, 

well-developed vegetation cover degrades the precision on the mv estimates when VH is used 

instead of VV. In the case of very wet soil conditions with a priori information on the mv (reference 

mv between 25 and 40 vol %), the RMSE on the estimated mv does not depends on the NDVI for all 

SAR inversion configurations. 

From the real database, the results showed that the use of VV alone or VV and VH together, 

both with the consideration of a priori information on the mv, provides a better precision on the soil 

moisture estimates (bias approximately 0.2 vol % and RMSE approximately 5.0 vol %). Moreover, 

the results show that the estimated mv highly overestimates the measured in situ soil moisture 

(reach 9 vol %) in the case of very rough plots (Hrms > 3 cm). Finally, for very smooth plots (Hrms < 1 

cm), the NNs underestimates mv (reach 10 vol %). Thus, the soil moisture estimates will be provided 

with good accuracy (RMSE approximately 5 vol %) for an Hrms between 1 and 3 cm, while for an 

Hrms lower than 1 cm and higher than 3 cm, the algorithm tends to underestimate and overestimates 

the ground-truth mv values by approximately 10 vol %, respectively. 

All available SAR data (X, C and L bands) allow estimating the soil moisture in the top 5-10 cm 

of soil, while crop models need usually soil moisture in soil layer deeper than 10 cm. However; soil 

moisture in the root zone could be derived from surface soil moisture through a model of water 

infiltration into the soil [57–63]. 

6. Toward Operational Soil Moisture Mapping over Agricultural Areas 

From the perspective of operational soil moisture mapping, an operational approach for the 

estimation of soil moisture is developed in this study. This approach is based on the synergic use of 

the new free and open accesses radar (Sentinel-1) and optical (Sentinel-2) sensors. The developed 

methodology was applied for soil surface mapping over the French Occitanie region (area of 72724 

km²) located in southern France. The Occitanie region is totally covered by four S1A image 

footprints and five S1B image footprints. The objective is to operationally map the soil moisture over 

agricultural areas for each homogeneous spatial unit for each Sentinel-1 acquisition date: sub-plot, 

plot or set of plots defined by pixels having homogeneous NDVI values with a variation of ±0.1. The 

data used for the mv mapping are as follows: 

• A total of 186 calibrated Sentinel-1 SAR images covering the entire Occitanie region between 

September 2016 and May 2017. 
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• Five NDVI mosaics derived from Sentinel-2 images and covering the entire Occitanie region 

between September 2016 and May 2017. The first NDVI mosaic reflects the vegetation 

conditions for the period of September and October (0.3 < NDVI < 0.6). The second one 

represents the vegetation conditions in November and December (0.3 < NDVI < 0.6). The third 

mosaic characterizes the vegetation conditions in January and February (0.3 < NDVI < 0.7). The 

fourth one represents the vegetation in March (0.4 < NDVI < 0.8). Finally, the fifth NDVI mosaic 

characterizes the vegetation conditions in April and May (0.6 < NDVI < 0.9). 

• A land cover map was used to extract the agricultural areas (https://www.theia-land.fr). This 

map is a thematic raster file with values between 11 and 222, where each value corresponds to a 

type of land cover [64]. 

To operationally derive soil moisture maps, first, the agricultural areas for the Occitanie region 

are extracted from the land cover map. Next, for each period, the corresponding NDVI mosaic is 

used to partition these agricultural areas into homogeneous segments (within-plot scale) by means 

of segmentation algorithm called Mean-Shift [65]. Then, for each SAR acquisition date, the mean 

incidence angle, mean backscattering coefficients in the VV polarization, and the mean of the NDVI 

are computed for each homogenous segment. Finally, the developed neural networks with VV alone 

using a priori information on the mv (NN1_dry, NN1_wet) are applied (results from the synthetic 

validation and real databases showed that the use of VV alone is better than the use of VH and 

provides an accuracy similar to the use of VV and VH together). Rainfall information from available 

and free in situ sensors are used to define the adequate neural network to apply (dry to slightly wet 

soil conditions or very wet soil conditions). 

Figure 10 shows three examples for a portion of the soil moisture map derived from S1 images 

acquired on March 14, March 20 and April 01, 2017. On March 14, the soil was moderately wet (low 

precipitation between March 12 and 13), on March 20 the soil was dry (no precipitation for 7 days), 

and on April 01, the soil was extremely wet due to heavy rain that occurred during one day and up 

to a few hours before SAR acquisition (cumulative rainfall of about 12 mm). Figure 10 shows that the 

soil moisture values on March 14 reach a maximum value of 20 vol %. On March 20, the soil 

moisture values vary mostly between 5 and 15 vol %. Finally, the map of April 01 shows very wet 

soil, with moisture between 25 and 35 vol %. 
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Figure 10. Soil moisture maps. Blank areas correspond to zones where the algorithm was not applied 

(no agricultural areas). 

7. Conclusions 

The present study aimed to present an operational approach for soil moisture estimates in 

agricultural areas at a high spatial resolution (up to plot scale). Our approach is based on a synergic 

use of radar and optical images. With the use of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data, the developed 

approach will provide soil moisture estimates with a high temporal frequency. For the French 

territory, a temporal frequency of 6 days is possible (revisit time of Sentinel-1 SAR data). 
Our approach for soil moisture estimates used the neural networks technique to invert the 

radar signal and estimate the soil moisture. First, a parameterized Water Cloud Model [26] 

combined with the Integral Equation Model (IEM) were used to generate a synthetic database of the 

backscattering coefficient in the VV and VH (incidence angle between 20° and 45°) for a wide range 

of soil moisture (2 < mv (vol %) < 40), soil roughness (0.5 < Hrms (cm) < 3.8), and vegetation 

conditions (0 < NDVI < 0.75). Second, the simulated backscattering coefficients and the NDVI values 

were noisy to obtain a more realistic synthetic database. Third, the noisy synthetic database was 

divided into a noisy training database to train the neural networks, and a noisy validation database 

to validate the trained neural networks. Finally, the trained neural networks were applied to the real 

database to evaluate their robustness for the estimation of soil moisture. 

Three SAR inversion configurations were developed (VV alone, VH alone and both VV and 

VH) with and without the constraint on the soil moisture values. For each inversion configuration, 

the neural networks were trained using all noisy synthetic database elements (no a priori 

information on the mv), noisy synthetic database elements with mv between 2 and 30 vol % (a priori 

information on the mv and dry to slightly wet soils), and using the noisy synthetic database elements 

with mv between 20 and 40 vol % (a priori information on the mv and very wet). The neural networks 
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with a priori information on the mv for dry to slightly wet soils shall be applied if the SAR image was 

acquired far from a rainy episode or in context of fast drying out of soil (high temperatures). The 

neural networks with a priori information on the mv and very wet soils shall be applied if the SAR 

image is acquired after an intense rainy episode.  

The developed neural networks were validated using the synthetic validation database and the 

real database. From the synthetic database, the results showed that the use of VV alone allows for 

better accuracy on the mv estimates than VH alone, and gives a similar accuracy when compared to 

the use of both VV and VH. In addition, the results showed that the use of a priori information 

improves the estimation of mv by reducing the errors (bias and RMSE) on the mv estimates. For dry 

to slightly wet soils (mv between 2 and 25 vol %) and using VV alone or both VV and VH, the 

accuracy (RMSE) on the mv estimates is approximately 5.5 vol % with no a priori information on the 

mv and a 4.0 vol % with a priori information on the mv. For very wet soil conditions (mv between 25 

and 40 vol %) and using VV alone or both VV and VH, the accuracy (RMSE) on the mv estimates is 

6.9 vol % with no a priori information and 5.1 vol % with a priori information on the mv. Using VH 

alone, the RMSE on the mv estimates is 7.6 vol % with no a priori information on the mv and 5.8 vol % 

with a priori information on the mv in the case of dry to slightly wet soils. For an mv between 25 and 

40 vol %, the RMSE on the mv estimates is 9.7 vol % with no a priori information and 5.3 vol % with a 

priori information on the mv. 

In addition, the results showed that the errors on the mv depend mainly on Hrms and NDVI 

values. In using VV alone, or VV and VH together, an underestimation and overestimation of 

estimated mv was observed respectively for an Hrms lower and higher than 1.5 cm in the case of dry 

to slightly wet soil conditions (mv between 2 and 25 vol %). In addition, the RMSE on the mv was the 

lowest for a soil roughness between 1 and 2 cm for all SAR inversion configurations. For very wet 

soils (mv between 25 and 40 vol %), the neural networks underestimate the reference mv. Both the 

difference between the estimated mv and the reference mv as well as the RMSE on the mv estimates 

decreases when the Hrms increases. Moreover, the results showed that for dry to slightly wet soils, 

the RMSE on the mv increases with the NDVI. For an mv between 25 and 40 vol % (very wet soils), 

the RMSE on the estimated mv does not depend on the NDVI. Finally, the results showed that errors 

(RMSE and bias) on the mv estimates do not depend on the incidence angle. 

The use of a real database confirms that VV alone with the consideration of a priori information 

on the mv achieves the best accuracy on the soil moisture estimates (bias = 0.2 vol % and RMSE = 5.0 

vol %). However, poor mv estimates were observed (errors approximately 10 vol %) for smooth 

(Hrms lower than 1 cm) and rough soils (Hrms higher than 3 cm) 
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